The “Milner 4” & the Approaches of Coastal Archaeology
The land is full of stories. Though some speak with
loud voices, such as those of colonial settlement, this
should not decrease the legitimacy of others. By being
offered the opportunity to explore the Indigenous
past of Milner’s property, we are able to shed light on
moments of Qualicum history that have been buried
by time, earth, development, and social injustices. As
the country begins the work of reconciliation,

property located south of the town of Qualicum Beach
and in the traditional territory of the Pentlatch people
and Qualicum First Nations. This site is located in
close proximity to recognized archaeological sites
and, as Milner Gardens is on private property, the
discovery provided a unique opportunity to further
investigate potential human habitation in this area.
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Rationale

archaeologists, in partnership with Indigenous
communities, will play an important role in educating
society on a broader spectrum of history. We all have
much to (re)learn about the significance of sites,
proper protocol, land use, and our place in telling and
defining these stories that are still very much alive
today.
During construction in 2015 and 2016, cultural

material was discovered on the Milner Gardens

Under the Heritage Conservation Act (HCA), a
heritage investigation is required prior to any
development and so, in conjunction with Aquilla
Archaeology, four undergraduate students and their
supervising professor assisted in an impact
assessment and inventory at Milner Gardens. The
objectives of this work were to identify the nature and
extent of cultural deposits associated with the
proposed development in the area and to assess the
impacts of said development on these deposits.

Ongoing development in coastal areas, known for high potential for
archaeological sites, calls for extensive use of screening to assess all
kinds of soil, including disturbed ones. Shell from middens, lithics,
bones and fire-altered rocks (FARs) are often found this way.
The largest portion of the field work involves
probing the ground in different areas in order to get a
grasp of what lies underneath. The least invasive way
to do so is by doing auger tests. A small, elongated
cylinder is pushed through the soil and pulled back
up, producing a core that gives a rough idea of the
sediment layers found there. Then, we measure the
depth and analyse its layers’ components. Dark, oily
soil may indicate deposition of organic material. Shell
shards may point to an ancient shell midden, a clue
for human presence in the area. A sandy layer without

All the sediments recovered are screened to
maximize the capacity to identify evidence of human
use and occupation. In areas where the soil is dry
enough and not too rocky, there is no need to use
water in screening. The standard mesh is ¼ inch.
Archaeology is destructive by nature, so it
extremely rare for workers to go straight into
elaborate excavations. That is why auger tests,
extensive screening, shovel tests, and reference to
historical texts and oral history are all used in order to
perform archaeology without disturbing too much of
what rightfully belongs to the land. On the West Coast

Methodology

any organic material can indicate a glaciation period,
thus giving temporal information.
Shovel tests (test pits) consist of digging holes of
approximately 30cm X 30cm and analyzing both its

Stone tools (lithics) are among the most frequently recovered artifacts since they
are minimally affected by time. Other forms of evidence include shell middens and
culturally modified trees (CMTs). Here, Victoria finds a lithic during a shovel test.

Context

Given that archaeology is destructive, probing is an
affordable and minimally invasive technique used to help
determine the extent/boundaries of sites via soil composition.

content and its walls. They are mostly used to help
understand better the distribution of certain layers
and thus discover site boundaries. It is also possible
to find artifacts through this technique, which could
lead to enlargement to a full 1m X 1m excavation
square to further investigate. Once everything has
been recorded, the holes are usually backfilled.

Commercial archaeology is the largest employer of archaeologists in British Columbia and, due to development, the Heritage Conservation Act legislates that an Archaeological Impact Assessment (AIA) must be undertaken. Cultural
Resource Management (CRM) is generally the first employment for students interested in archaeology upon graduation. Often, students find themselves entering the field without adequate training in archaeology, heritage, and the laws
that make up the HCA. Our directed studies class gave us a base from which to understand the issues regarding commercial archaeology in British Columbia. Our readings helped to develop a critical eye towards the “management” of
cultural resources. The four of us all brought our various backgrounds into the project and, through our discussions, we were able to develop ideas and learn from each other, producing a well-rounded and diverse perspective on
contemporary archaeology.The field component allowed us to work side by side with a professional commercial archaeologist and a First Nation representative, as well as meet and discuss the project with the client. These relationships
are integral to understanding the varying ways in which CRM work is undertaken and gave us an intimate look into how the profession is carried out.

We acknowledge and thank the Qualicum First Nation, on whose traditional unceded territory Milner Gardens resides, Aquilla Archaeology, Marina La Salle, and VIU for the opportunity to learn together.

of Canada, in an effort to be respectful of First Nation
heritage, band members may be present on site and
interacting with archaeologists. By conducting
surveys, archaeologists also often end up recording
“pre-contact” (i.e., before 1846) evidence of human

occupation (shell middens, culturally modified trees,
stone tools, etc.) that can be used in contemporary
ownership debates.

